Internship opportunity

Maffei Structural Engineering is accepting applications for Structural Engineering internships in our San Francisco office. Please see below for details and how to apply.

Company description

Maffei Structural Engineering is a small and growing company based in San Francisco. We love to learn and investigate and ask questions about challenging issues in structural engineering. We provide services for structural evaluation, design, and expert review, with a focus on seismic design and retrofit, applied research, and advanced methods of analysis and design. [www.maffei-structure.com](http://www.maffei-structure.com)

Internship details

We are looking for a smart and enthusiastic intern to participate in project work and related technical studies. You will collaborate with team members of all experience levels. Candidates that are a good fit for our firm share our values of technical excellence, continuous learning, good listening, and collegiality.

Duration and work schedule: Approximately 10 weeks, 24 to 40 hours per week. Exact dates and hours per week to be determined based on the selected candidate’s schedule and our firm’s needs.

Location: Downtown San Francisco

Qualifications

Ideal candidates will have completed their undergraduate degree in Civil/Structural Engineering and will be starting or continuing graduate studies in Structural Engineering following the internship. In other words, this is a great opportunity to gain experience during the summer in graduate school or between undergrad and grad school.

Other desirable qualifications include:

- Eagerness to ask questions and understand structural engineering issues in depth
- Interest and ability to take initiative and search independently for information and resources, distill findings, and communicate findings to others
- Experience with and interest in nonlinear structural analysis
- Experience performing engineering calculations
- Excellent writing, communication, and organization skills

How to apply

Please send the following to Karl Telleen at careers@maffei-structure.com:

- Cover letter
- Resume
- Undergraduate and graduate (if applicable) transcripts. Unofficial copies are OK.
- Name, phone number, and email for three references that we may contact